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		When you have a question about C# 5.0 or the .NET CLR, this bestselling guide has precisely the answers you need. Uniquely organized around concepts and use cases, this updated fifth edition features a reorganized section on concurrency, threading, and parallel programming—including in-depth coverage of C# 5.0’s new asynchronous functions.

	
		Shaped by more than 20 expert reviewers, including Microsoft’s Eric Lippert, Stephen Toub, Chris Burrows, and Jon Skeet, this book has all you need to stay on track with C# 5.0. It’s widely known as the definitive reference on the language.

		
			Get up to speed on C# language basics, including syntax, types, and variables
	
			Explore advanced topics such as unsafe code and type variance
	
			Dig deep into LINQ via three chapters dedicated to the topic
	
			Learn about code contracts, dynamic programming, and parallel programming
	
			Work with .NET features, including reflection, assemblies, memory management, security, I/O, XML, collections, networking, and native interoperability


	
		"C# 5.0 in a Nutshell is one of the few books I keep on my desk as a quick reference."

		

		—Scott Guthrie, Microsoft

	
		"Whether you’re a novice programmer or an expert who wants to improve your knowledge of modern asynchronous programming techniques, this book has the information you need to get the job done in C#."

		

		—Eric Lippert, Microsoft
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Essential Family Medicine: Fundamentals and Cases with STUDENT CONSULT Access (Rakel, Essential Family Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	This textbook provides 46 case studies representing problems frequently encountered in primary care. They are authored by family physicians and are typical of patients seen in their practices. Each case includes a table listing the Key Points presented. An evidence-based grade is given to each reference.

	
		Provides...
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Student's Essential Guide to .NETButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
The Student's Essential Guide to .NET provides a clear and simple overview of Microsoft's .NET technologies. It is aimed at second and third year undergraduate students and postgraduate students on Computing or Computer Science courses who are required to look at a modern operating system, (Microsoft Windows 9x, Nt 2000 or XP) and to design and...
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Microelectronic Applications of Chemical Mechanical PlanarizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Chemical mechanical planarization, or CMP, has become one of the newest and most important fabrication technologies adopted by the semiconductor industry  worldwide, despite a remarkably nontraditional and somewhat controversial developmentalhistory. Begun as a mere research and development curiosity more than 20 years ago at IBM, the...
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Handbook on the Northeast and Southeast Asian Economies (Elgar Original Reference)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2007

	Undoubtedly, the rapid transformation of a band of four Northeast Asian economies (South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong) since the mid-1960s has been unprecedented in economic history. Their experience has surpassed the earlier experience of Japan’s transformation into an industrial economy, and that of the former USSR. Although...
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Web Developer's Reference GuidePackt Publishing, 2016

	
		A one-stop guide to the essentials of web development including popular frameworks such as jQuery, Bootstrap, AngularJS, and Node.js

	
		About This Book

		
			Understand the essential elements of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, including how and when to use them
	
			Walk through three of the...
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Functional Python Programming: Discover the power of functional programming, generator functions, lazy evaluation, the built-in itertools library, and monads, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional programming in Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on expressiveness, clarity, and performance
	
			Get familiar with complex concepts such as monads,...
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